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I. Introduction 

 

In reference system there is no explicit means by which identity of user is protected. During initial ranging 

and certificate exchange during authorization AMS MAC Address (AMS ID) is transmitted in the clear. 

Hence, the identity or location information can be easily inferred from fixed AMS MAC address, result of 

which violates the security aspects of IEEE 802.16m SRD. However, sending MAC address over the air 

cannot be completely avoided. MAC address is needed for BS to obtain MS related information from other 

network entities. MAC address is used by ABS to generate various security keys. Certificate which contains 

MAC address is sent over the air in clear text. How to protect MAC address in the initial ranging and 

certificate needs more study. However, the mapping between MAC address and Station ID should be solved. 

This is because by monitoring the ranging procedures, an intruder can obtain the mapping between MAC 

address and Station ID, based on which perform specific attack to that specific user.  

 

In order to solve the problem above, a Temporary Station Identifier (STID) is assigned during initial ranging 

process. After being assigned, it is used for the subsequent network entry procedures until the normal STID 

is allocated. Normal STID is assigned during/after authentication process, and the assignment message shall 

be encrypted. The temporary STID is then released and normal STID is used for all the remaining 

transactions. The detailed procedure is illustrated in the following figure.  
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II. Text Proposal 

 

============================== Start of Proposed Text =============== 

 

10.6.2.1: AMS Privacy 

In reference system there is no explicit means by which identity of user is protected. During initial ranging 

and certificate exchange during authorization AMS MAC Address (AMS ID) is transmitted in the clear. 

Hence, the identity or location information can be easily inferred from fixed AMS MAC address, result of 

which violates the security aspects of IEEE 802.16m SRD. Detailed method for providing AMS ID privacy 

is FFS. 

 

In order to protect the mapping between the STID and the AMS MAC Address, two types of station 

identifiers are assigned to an AMS during network entry - temporary STID (TSTID) and (normal) STID.A 

TSTID is assigned during initial ranging process, and is used until the STID is allocated. The STID is 

assigned during the authentication process, and the assignment message is encrypted. The TSTID is released 

after STID is assigned. The STID is used for all the remaining transactions. 

 

 

============================== End of Proposed Text =============== 
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